
 
 
 
 

To: Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) 
 

From: Victoria Glasgow, AICP Candidate 
Neighborhood Planning Coordinator 

 
Date: February 14, 2020 

 
Subject:       1318 Church Street Staff Finding 
 
 
Additions to Buildings: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that in additions should be located 
at the rear of buildings, not on the front or sides of buildings which are readily visible from the street. 
They should be secondary (smaller and simpler) than the original building in scale, design, and placement 
and of a compatible design in keeping with the original building's design, roof shape, materials, color, and 
location of window, door, and cornice heights. 
 
The guidelines also state that additions may be designed to appear distinguishable from the historic 
building. The recommended approach is for additions to reflect characteristics of the current period in 
design but compatible with the original building. Additions should be built in a manner that avoids 
extensive removal or loss of historic materials and which does not damage or destroy the main 
architectural features of the building. 
 
Decks: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that porches are preferred to decks but decks are 
acceptable at the rear facades of buildings. Decks on the sides of buildings are also acceptable if they are 
not readily visible from the street. 
 
The guidelines are not clear about when a deck is being connected to an existing parking lot via pedestrian 
bridge.  
 
Porches: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that porches on the rear and sides of dwellings 
may be enclosed when not visible from the street and if the height and shape of the porch roof is 
maintained.  
 
Driveways and Parking Lots: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that driveways and parking 
lots should be of brick, brown pea gravel, concrete, concrete exposed aggregate, or concrete tracks 
(narrow strips). Parking on vacant lots between buildings should align edge screening with front facades 
of adjacent buildings and on corner lots should have edge screening on both the primary and secondary 
street. 
 

 
 

Section 35.2‐13.4 (b) Staff Recommendation. Upon finding that the application is complete the City Planner 
shall prepare a report making findings and recommendations on the application and authorize notice to be 

provided in accordance with section 35.2‐13.5 (Notice and HPC Hearing). 
 



Nancy Marion, of 1318 Church Street, is petitioning to do the following: 
1. Add an additional room on basement level, using wood siding and same paint colors as currently on 

rear
2. Enlarge rear deck to add a screened‐in porch above the back basement addition
3. Add a pedestrian bridge from the back deck to the parking lot at 1322 Church Street using brick pillars 

and a wooden bridge
4. Grade and pave the parking lot at 1322 Church Street with pea gravel and Belgian block accents. 
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Certificate	of	Appropriateness	(COA)
City	of	Lynchburg

	Submitted	On:
January	21st,	2020	@	9:50am

Email nancy@designgroup.com

Upload	File(s) https://seam.ly/Gxgq2Zbk

Property	Address	(only	street
address	required)

117	MADISON	ST.
LYNCHBURG
VA
24504

Parcel	ID	Number	(found	at	this	link:
https://etrakit.lynchburgva.gov/Search/parcel.aspx)

04606015

Choose	a	District Diamond	Hill

Property	Owner	Name Nancy	B	Marion

Property	Owner	Address 117	Madison	Street
Lynchburg
VA
24504

Property	Owner	Phone 434-258-8278

Property	Owner	Email nancy@designgroup.com

I	understand	that	submission	of
this	application	authorizes	the
entry	onto	the	property	by	the
Historic	Preservation
Commission,	City	Staff	and	City
Council	during	the	normal
discharge	of	their	duties	in
regard	to	this	application.

Yes

The	applicant	is	the: Owner

Petitioner	Name Nancy	B.	Marion

Petitioner	Address 117	MADISON	ST.
LYNCHBURG
VA
24504

Petitioner	Phone 4342588278

Petitioner	Email nancy@designgroup.com



Signature	Data First	Name:	NANCY
Last	Name:	MARION
Email	Address:	nancy@designgroup.com

Signed	at:	01/21/2020	09:24AM

Representative	Name

Firm	Name

Address 117	Madison	St.
Lynchburg
VA
24504-2318

Phone 4342588278

Email

Preference	for	COA
approval/denial	delivery	(select
one):

Mail	to	address

Who	should	we	call	to	notify	for
pickup	or	mail	the	COA	to?

Property	Owner

Please	give	a	detailed	description
and	justification	for	the
alteration,	demolition	or	new
construction:	(this	form	must	be
accompanied	by	the	necessary
drawings,	material	samples,
photographs,	plans	and	other
materials	appropriate	to	the
request.	Failure	to	provide
supporting	documentation	will
result	in	the	request	not	being
scheduled	for	review	by	the	HPC)

We	plan	to	enlarge	the	bathroom	in	the	house	and	add	a	small	storage/mechanical	room	on	the
back.	The	deck	on	the	back	will	be	enlarged	to	add	a	screened	in	porch	above	the	back	basement
addition.	A	pedestrian	bridge	will	be	added	from	the	parking	lot	at	1322	Church	Street	to	the	back
deck	in	order	to	provide	handicap	access	to	the	building.	The	materials	used	will	be	brick	pillars	for
the	bridge,	wooden	bridge,	and	wood	siding	for	the	rear	addition	as	is	on	the	current	back
addition.	Paint	colors	will	remain	the	same.	

The	parking	lot	at	1322	Church	St.	will	be	graded	and	paved	with	pea	gravel	with	belgian	block
accents.

Nature	of	Request	(check	all	that
apply)

Exterior	Alteration
New	Construction/Addition
Maintenance	(in-kind	work)
Object	(signs,	fences,	walls)



Indicate	what	supporting
documentation	is	being	provided:

Building	Plans
Site	Plans
Photographs
Maps,	drawings,	dimensions,	or	other	documentation

Upload	File(s) https://seam.ly/T5suiYKY
https://seam.ly/n37fLgPP
https://seam.ly/8DsUZXjp
https://seam.ly/WNQ6BWvb
https://seam.ly/bhgrroaJ
https://seam.ly/gVzVsM7w
https://seam.ly/TWETaeKt

Will	there	be	a	problem
completing	the	work	within
twenty-four	(24)	months?

No

If	yes,	please	explain	why	work
cannot	be	completed	in	twenty-
four	(24)	months.
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VIII. GUIDELINES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
________________________________________________________
The vacant lots in Lynchburg provide development opportunities for new construction. New
construction is welcome when it is compatible with properties along a block or street.
Compatible means reinforcing typical features that buildings display along the block such
as similar roof forms, materials, window and door sizes and placement, porch size and
location, and foundation heights. New buildings which are replications or reproductions of
historic designs are also appropriate for Lynchburg’s historic residential areas. It is important
that new construction coordinate with the dwellings found along its specific block. A design
that may be appropriate along one block may not work for a different block. Each new
building has to be evaluated within its exact location and context.

1. ADDITIONS TO BUILDINGS

POLICY:

In planning additions the best approach is to site additions where they will not be
visible from the street, or where they will have the least effect on the building's
overall form and plan. The rear of buildings is the best locations for the addition of
rooms, wings, porches, or decks. Enlarging a structure through adding additional
stories is not appropriate except at rear roof lines which are not readily visible.

Additions:

A. should be located at the rear of buildings, not on the front or sides of buildings
which are readily visible from the street.

B. should be secondary (smaller and simpler) than the original building in scale,
design, and placement.

C. should be of a compatible design in keeping with the original building's design,
roof shape, materials, color, and location of window, door, and cornice heights.

D. should not imitate an earlier historic style or architectural period. For example, a
Victorian-era Queen Anne style rear porch addition would not be appropriate for a
Colonial Revival house.

E. may be designed to appear distinguishable from the historic building. The
recommended approach is for additions to reflect characteristics of the current
period in design but compatible with the original building.

F. should be built in a manner that avoids extensive removal or loss of historic
materials and which does not damage or destroy the main architectural features
of the building.
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G. should keep the exterior walls of the original building as intact as possible and
use existing door and window openings for connecting the addition to the
building.

H. should not be made through framing or glassing in the front porch or a prominent
side porch.

I. should not be made through the addition of new stories at a readily visible
roofline.

J. should be of materials compatible with the historic fabric of the house. The use of
approved synthetic materials may be considered. (See Sub-Section 3.I: New
Buildings/Material and material color,

K. should not have skylights, decks, or balconies added where visible from the
street.

Appropriate size and scale for rear porch.

Appropriate size and scale for
rear addition. Appropriate scale for rear

additions
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Main façade…

Main façade…

Main façade…

…and added rear wing which is not readily
visible from the street.

…and appropriately scaled rear addition.

…and appropriate two-story wing.
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14.  PORCHES 

POLICY: 

 

Porches are one of the most important defining characteristics of pre-1955 
residences. Original porches should be repaired and maintained. Porches on the 
fronts of residences should not be enclosed with wood or glass panels although the 
screening of porches on the fronts of residences may be considered. If replacement 
of porch elements is required, use materials to closely match original or historic 
components. If the original porch is missing, construct a new porch based upon 
photographic or physical evidence, or base the design upon historic porches of 
district buildings built at the same period and in a similar architectural style. In some 
cases turn of the century dwellings had their original porches removed and replaced 
with a later style/period porch. These porches reflect the building’s historical 
evolution and may be significant features in their own right.     

Porches:  

A. on front and side facades should be maintained in their original configuration and 
with original materials and detailing. Porches should not be removed if original. 
Where original porches have already been removed and a subsequent generation 
porch exists, removal of the current generation porch and restoration to the 
original style may be considered based on the condition of the current porch, 
photographic or architectural evidence of the original porch and any historical 
significance that may be attributed to the current porch. 

B. and their details should be retained intact with repair work and replacement of 
missing parts, such as columns, posts, railings, balusters, decorative molding and 
trimwork, to match the original in design, materials, scale, and placement. 

C. on the fronts of dwellings should not be enclosed. 

D. on the rear and sides of dwellings may be enclosed when not visible from the 
street and if the height and shape of the porch roof is maintained.  

E. of wood should have wood steps, not brick or concrete steps. 

F. of brick, concrete or tile may have similar materials used for rebuilding front steps 
and stairs if needed. The use of pre-cast concrete steps for front porches is not 
appropriate.  

G. may be screened if the structural framework for the screen panels is minimal and 
the open appearance of the porch is maintained. Wood framing for the screen 
panels is preferred, however, anodized or baked enamel aluminum frames are 
also acceptable. The use of "raw" or milled aluminum framing is not appropriate. 
Limited use of lattice panels for privacy may also be acceptable. See Section 18 
for additional discussion.    
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H. may have trellises of wood for plants if desired.   

I.  of wood on the primary façade should have wood tongue and groove flooring 
running perpendicular to the facade. The use of composite or synthetic materials 
matching both dimensions and profile of traditional tongue and groove porch 
flooring can be considered for porch floors when painted.   

Cast iron porch at 307 Washington Street. 

 
Doric porch columns at 822 Federal 
Street.  

 

 
Italianate style porch at 917 Federal Street 
with square columns and eave brackets. 

 

 
Queen Anne style porch with milled 
columns and wood shingle railing at 1456 
Rivermont Avenue.  
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 Tapered Craftsman style porch columns at 
1314 Clay Street. 

 

Colonial Revival style porch at 3116 
Rivermont Avenue with Corinthian 
columns. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Porches should be rebuilt based on 
physical or photographic evidence. If no 
such evidence exists base the design from 
similar architectural styles in the district 
(310 Madison Street). 

 

 
Wood porch floors should be repaired with 
floorboards to match the original. 
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6.  DRIVEWAYS AND PARKING LOTS 

POLICY: 

Historic driveway materials of brick, concrete and gravel should be preserved and 
maintained. New driveway or parking lot surfaces should be of concrete and brick rather 
than asphalt. Parking areas should not be sited in front yards but at side or rear locations.   

 
Driveways and Parking Lots:  

A. that are original such as brick or concrete, should be preserved and maintained. 

B. that are new, should be located at the side or rear of the building.  

C. should be of brick, brown pea gravel, concrete, concrete exposed aggregate, or 
concrete tracks (narrow strips). Blacktop or asphalt driveways are not traditional to 
Lynchburg’s overlay districts and are discouraged.  

D. should have their parking areas located in rear yards and be screened with hedges, 
shrubs, or fences where noticeable from the street.  

E. should not be sited in front yards unless original to the property. 

F. requiring new curb cuts to access driveways and parking lots should be kept to a 
minimum. The addition of curb cuts usually results in the removal of historic sidewalk 
materials, curbs, and retaining walls.  

G. for commercially-used houses, churches, apartment buildings, or schools should be 
located in rear yards if possible, but when necessary in a side yard, should be located 
no closer than the front wall of the structure. 

H. on vacant lots between buildings should align edge screening with front facades of 
adjacent buildings and on corner lots should have edge screening on both the primary 
and secondary street. 

No 

Yes 
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6.  DECKS   

POLICY: 

Porches are preferred to decks but decks are acceptable at the rear facades of 
buildings. Decks on the sides of buildings are also acceptable if they are not 
readily visible from the street.  

Decks:  

A. should be located at the rear of buildings. If built on the side of a building the 
deck should be screened from street view with fencing and/or appropriate native 
evergreen plants and shrubs. Elevated decks and decks on houses on corner lots 
present challenges that must be addressed on an individual basis. 

B. should be stained or painted to match or blend with the colors of the building.  

C. should be simple rather than ornate in design. If visible from the street, it is 
recommended that wood decks have square wood balusters set no more than 
three inches apart. Balusters should be no more than 2" in width and depth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decks at the rear of dwellings are acceptable 
as long as they are not readily visible from 
the street. 
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